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Abstract
Many persons like home dogs, cats and birds. They buy for them special cages, for
example, large or small sometimes with trainers [1-9]. To keep the animal well we need to take
a walk our dog rather for a long time. If you are an old person (woman or man) and if you have
not good health and don’t have enough time to realize such procedure, there is a problem which
is needed to solve. But in practice sometimes we either must stay at home or make this walk
very short. In this case the dog begins to acquire the additional weight in a body. Moreover, all
muckles in the dog’s body become too feeble. How to solve this problem correctly? There is one
way to overcome this negative situation and help our dog to be strong and without any
abundant weight if you are rather old and it is a difficult to have a long constitutional for a long
time.
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Text About the Main Reasons and
the New Cage
As it has just mentioned above, to
keep the dog in a good shape we must go for
a walk with our alumnus minimum twice
per diem (early in the morning and before
the night). For all that the duration of the
outing must be about one hour each time.
Unfortunately, such period we can realize in
practice very seldom. There are many
objective reasons, namely:
 It is raining now;
 Too cold weather or/and strong
wind;
 Age;
 Laziness;
 Illness;
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Tiredness;
Have no time enough because you
are busy and so on.

If we essentially reduce the common
term of the walk with the dog, so much the
worse we make both for us and for the
animal. Any man begins to be like a weak
being and the same your dog begins not
only be the weak but his weight increases, a
mobile is falling and a fatness is growing
also.
To help your dog you can apply the
special simulations/trainers (Fig. 1, for
example).
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Figure (1): Two versions of simulations/
trainers for the dog (beg-droshky)
Sometimes we use another type of trainer
(Figure 2).

Each of these shown simulations have
usually definite merits and shortcomings.
But the last version doesn’t use often for the
dog though it reminds more the squirrel’s
wheel.
The new recommended cage is given below
(Fig. 3).

Figure (3): Special cage: 1 – the main body
of cage; 2 – mobile runner/track; 3 – door; 4
– niche; 5 - driving block

Figure (2): The ring-wheel as the trainer
for the dog or cat, or squirrel

If the walls of this cage are made
from the net (as a fender), a man can pass
the lead from the dog-collar through the cell
outside to manage the position of the
animal in the cage. If the walls of the cage
are made from the transparent and solid
material, then in this case we have to make
the opening in the wall for the dog-collar
beforehand.
Block 5 has buttons to operate a
velocity of the mobile runner (more quickly
or more slowly, or stop, of course).
If the dog is tired, the animal can
stand in the niche to get a rest. This
stand/cage must have the instruction with
recommendations what speed for the
mobile runner a man must fix in accordance
with the age, weight and general state of the
dog.
Moreover, the upper limit of
training for the dog during the time must be
restricted by the automatic working
principles/device.
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Conclusion
So then, the new cage for the dogs is
suggested and it is described in detail. It
helps to support good shape and weight for
a dog in a good position. It permits to
strengthen both muscles and the heart of
the animal. Moreover, this cage can be
applied for the birds which like/prefer
more often run instead of to fly.
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